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Bell Laboratories, Murray Hill, New Jersey 
The application of dynamic programming to stochastic ontrol with the 
classical information structure is based on the following observation: If the 
data available include the observations and the actions of certain control agents 
then conditional expectations given these data have a version independent of
the functional form of the policies implemented by the agents. In this paper 
the case of general information structures is considered and the assertion is 
justified for countable decision spaces and arbitrary probability spaces and also, 
in a weaker sense, for probabilities ofcountable support and arbitrary decision 
spaces. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
I f  an observer of a stochastic ontrol system observes both the decision 
taken by an agent in the system and the data that was available for this 
decision, then the conclusions that the observer can draw do not depend on 
the functional relation (policy, control law) used by this agent to reach his 
decision. 
This heuristic statement is taken for granted in the application of dynamic 
programming to the classical stochastic ontrol problem, where it plays an 
essential role as pointed out by Chernoff and Striebel (1965). The proof of 
the assertion for the classical case along the lines of Striebel (1965) presents 
no difficulties when all variables range over countable sets. For variables in 
standard Borel spaces a proof has been presented by Aumasson (1972). This 
proof uses in an essential way the recursive structure of the classical informa- 
tion structure. 
In the present paper the case of general information structures is taken up 
and the assertion is justified for countable decision spaces and arbitrary 
probabil ity spaces and also for arbitrary decision spaces and countable 
probabil ity spaces. 
* Part of this research was carried out while the author was visiting the Department 
of Computing and Control, Imperial College, London under the auspices of the 
Science Research Council. 
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The observer may have the stated knowledge about some of the agents 
but not about others. His conclusions will in general then depend on the 
functional form of the policies of these other agents. Then one considers an 
arbitrary fixed Choice of these policies, for which the system reduces to one 
controlled by the "known" agents only. Continuity properties of this system 
may require continuity properties of the fixed policies, a severe restriction. 
For this reason proofs relying on continuity assumptions (Aumasson, 1970) 
are not appealing. 
2. THE MODEL 
(~2, ~,  P) is the known probability space for the random action ~o of 
nature upon the system. There is a set A of n agents. Each agent a ~ A 
chooses his decision in a measurable space (U~, ¢g~). The singletons of U~ 
belong to ~'~. Let U = 1-L~A U~ and ~ ~- I -L~ ~'~- Let H = f2 X U, 
W = ~ X ~', defining the "hybrid" measurable space (/4, d¢~). An element 
h ~ H characterizes all the variables that act upon the system, hence any 
system variable is a function on (H, d/~). Agent a bases his decision on 
information characterized by a given ~-field J~ C d~. Let ~ be the a-field 
determined by u~, that is the cylindrical extension of ~ ,  to d~ and let Y be 
the cylindrical extension of ~//. Each agent uses a policy 7~ belonging to the set 
/-~. of measurable functions from (H, J~) to (U~, ~) .  Let T' = I-L~A T'~. 
This model is equivalent to the one used in Witsenhausen (1971) the only 
differences being in the explicit separation of nature from the actions of the 
decision making agents. The possibility of mixed (i.e., randomized) decisions 
is implicitly included, with the randomizing devices included as factors of 
(~2, ~,  P) and the knowledge of their outputs pecified in the J~. 
It was shown in Witsenhausen (1971) that if the system is causal, which we 
assume, then for all oJ ~/2, Y ~ F there is a unique solution u ~ U of the 
equations u~ = 7,(co, u), ~ ~A; this solution is given by the solution map 
Sv: (~2, ~)  --~ (U, ~g) which furthermore is measurable for all 7. 
3. THE PROBLEM 
Consider an observer whose information is characterized by a-field 
C ~ZF. Suppose that, for all a ~ A, J~ C ~ and ~ C (~; that is, the observer 
knows what the agents know and what they do. Let f be a bounded real 
~-measurable function on H. One would wish to show that there exists a 
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function F: H -+ R, independent of V, such that F is, for any V + 2P, a version 
of the conditional expectation o f f  given the information characterized by N. 
For each ~ ~ IP, let f~ be the inverse image in ~ of N under the mapping 
oJ ~ (~o, S~(co)). As S, is ~-measurable, N C ~.  The requirement may then 
be stated as 
~{f(~,  s~(~)) 1 ~,} = F(~o, s,(~)) a.s. (1) 
for all 7 e / ' .  
An equivalent way to state the requirement is the following. Let P, be 
the probability distribution induced by P in (H, J-d) via the mapping 
-+ (~o, S~(oJ)). Then, for all ~, a F, in the probabilitY space (H, o~, P~) 
E{f  (h) I ~} = F(h) a.s. (P,). (2) 
In (1) the probability distribution P is fixed while the function and the 
conditioning field on the left side both depend on Y. In (2) the function and 
field are fixed but the underlying distribution P, depends on V- 
For each 7 ~ -P, there is a nonempty set V~ of N-measurable functions, 
differing only on N-sets of zero P, measure, which are versions of-the con- 
ditional expectation on the left side of (2). This set is contained in the set 
V~ of the functions differing from those in V~ at most on sets of P~ outer 
measure zero. The functions in V~ are not necessarily ~f- or even ~-measur-  
able. A policy independent versions exists iff (~er V~ is not empty. A 
N-measurable policy independent version exists iff 0~r  V~ is not empty. 
In the form (2), F is, for each ~,, measurable on the P<completion of ~#, 
but in general the intersection of all these completions, as 7 ranges over _P, is 
not contained in ~.  
A stronger requirement than (2) is the existence of a functionF: ~ × H-+ 
[0, 1] such that, for all y ~/~, all D ~ JY, one has in (H, Jd, P~) 
Pv{D I ~g} = E{xD(h) I fg} = F(D, h) a.s. (P~,), (3) 
where ZD is the characteristic function of D, and for all h ~ H, D --* F(D, h) is 
a probability measure. In other words, F is a },-independent regular condi- 
tional distribution of h given f~. 
Note that the assumption ~ C f~ is necessary to obtain the result in the 
form (2). This assumption is not necessary to obtain the formula (1) but must 
then be made to permit the evaluation of the right-hand side of (1) without 
knowledge of the function S~ (which depends on the functional form of 7)- 
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4. THE RESULTS 
The following results are obtained in this paper, for any causal information 
pattern. 
:THEOREM l .  If the sets U~ are countable there exists a f~-measurable 
function F satisfying (2). 
THEOREM 2. I f  the sets U~ are countable and (~2, ~)  is a standard Borel 
space there exists a function F satisfying (3) with F(D, ") ~-measurable for each 
D ~ a~ andF(., h) a probability measure on (H, 3¢~)for each h ~ H. 
THEOREM 3. I f  P has countable support here exists a function F satisfying (2). 
Recall that (g2, ~)  is a standard BoreI space if Y2 can be considered as a 
Borel set in a complete separable metric space with g consisting of the Borel 
sets of the space that are contained in g2. In Theorem 1, the (~, ~,  P) is 
arbitrary. In Theorem 2, P is arbitrary. In Theorem 3, the (Us, q/~) are 
arbitrary, howeverF is not claimed to be re-measurable. (See Section 8.) 
5. PROOF OF THEOREM 1 
For any y = 0'~)~A ~ -P and ~ ~ A let G~ denote the graph in H of the 
relation us = zr~(h) = ~(h), where zr~ denotes the canonical projection of H 
upon Us. 
Let G~ denote the graph in H of the solution map S~. By definition 
LEMMA 1. I f  for each c~ ~ A, the diagonal of U~ x Us belongs to ~g~ X ~g~ , 
then G~ belongs to V~a (~ v J~), hence, afortiori to ~. 
Proof. The functions 1r~: (H, ~)  --~ (U~, ~'~) and y~: (H, J~) --~ (Us, ~)  
are measurable. Define 9~: H-+ (Us × Us, ¢g~ X q/~) by 9~(h) = (~r~(h),),~(h)). 
Then 9~ is measurable on (H, ~ v J~). The graph G~ is the inverse image 
under 9~ of the diagonal of U~ × Us • By assumption the diagonal belongs to 
~ X ~,  hence G~ belongs to ~ v J~. As G~ = N~A G~, a finite inter- 
section, the lemma is proved. 
Note that the assumption of Lemma 1 holds when (U s , ~)  is a standard 
Borel space and, afortiori, if Us is countable. 
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Now to the proof of Theorem 1. Since ?_7, is countable and its singletons 
belong to ~,  it follows that @~ is the power set 2 v~ of U~. As A is finite, U 
is countable and ~ ~ 2 U. Then one can choose a probability distribution Q 
on (U, ~)  assigning positive measure to each singleton of U. The product 
measure P X Q is a probability measure on (H, o~), independent of y. Let 
F be a version of the conditional expectation o f f  given ff in the probability 
space (H, JY, P × Q). Thus F is a N-measurable function on H satisfying, 
for each set B e N 
fB f(h) d(P × Q) = ;B F(h)[d(P × Q)]~, (4) 
where [ ]~ denotes the restriction of a measure to the domain N. 
By Lemma 1 the characteristic function X% is N-measurable. For v E U 
let Xv denote the characteristic function of the set g2 × {v} in H. This set is 
in o~ C N so that X~ is also if-measurable. 
Let A~: H ~ R be defined by 
1 A,(h) ~- ~ ~ x~(h) Xo,(h). (7) 
v~U 
As U is countable, A.~ is a N-measurable nonnegative function. This function is 
in La(H , ~ ,  P × Q) because, as will now be shown, it is a version of the 
Radon-Nikodym derivative of Py with respect o P X Q. Indeed, for E ~ Jf~, 
P,(E) = P({~ I(~, s,(~))~ E}) 
= ~, P({w [ (co, S,(w)) e E, S,(oJ) = v}) 
v~U 
1 
= F. ~ O(~) P({~ I (~, s~(~)) ~ E, &(~) = ~}) 
__Lip ~- 2 Q(v) × Q({w ] (w, s~.(w)) e E, S,(w) = v} × {v}) 
1 
= ~ ~ P × Q({(~o, u) j (~,, .) ~ a,  n E, ~, = v}) 
vEU 
1 
'o~U 
2 
V~U 
= f~ A~(h) d(e × Q). (8) 
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Now let F: H -+ R be a version of the conditional expectation, in the 
probability space (H, W, P × Q), o f f  given ft. 
F(h) = E{f (h) l f¢ ) a.s. (P × Q). (9) 
Then F is re-measurable and independent of9/by construction and one need 
only show that it satisfies (2). Indeed for any ), ~/~ and B ~ re, 
fsf(h ) dP~ = f f(h)Av(h ) d(P × Q) 
= fs Ee×°{f(h) A~(h) v}[a(P × O)]~¢ 
= ~ Av(h ) Ep×o{f(h) ~}[d(P × Q)]~ 
'B  
= fB Ee×°{f(h) [ f¢}[A~(h) d(P × Q)]~¢ 
= faF(h)[dP~,]~, (lO) 
where use has been made of the fact that A v is fq-measurable. In abbreviated 
form the above calculation can be written 
E&,{f ] re} = [ f  dPv]~¢ -- [fAr dPQ]~¢ 
_ I f  dPQ] .  = E~×o( f  I ~¢} = F [deQ]~ 
A [f dPQ]~¢ 
(11) 
that is, the only 7-dependent quantity, A~, literally factors out, as do the 
values Q(v) in the formation o f f  (since ~" C ~). 
6. PROOF OF THEOREM 2 
As U is countable, (U, 2 v) is a standard Borel space. Then the product 
(H, 3¢ ~) of the standard Borel spaces (U, 2 v) and (f2, N) is a standard Borel 
space. This implies (Hinderer, 1970, Theorem 12.4) that in the probability 
space (H, W, P × Q) there exists a regular conditional distribution of h given 
C W. Let F: 3~ × H---~ [0, 1] be this distribution. Then for each h ~ H, 
F(', h) is a probability distribution on (H, ~¢~) and for each D ~ Y~, 
F(P, h) = F~×o(xD(h) I ~} (12) 
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so that, as in Theorem 1, one has for ) /e 7 ~, in (H, 9f', P~), 
F(D, h) = Epv{xD(h) ] ~} 
which shows that F satisfies the requirements of Theorem 2. 
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7. PROOF OF THEOREM 3 
For each u ~ U let N~ C ~ be defined by 
N~ = {B C X2 l B × {u} ~ N} (14) 
that is, N~ is the inverse image under the injection co --~ (co, u) of the trace of N 
on X2 X {u}. N~ is a a-field contained in ~.  
Let 
N* ={DCHtVueU,  Dn(~9 X{u})~N} (15) 
that is, N* consists of the sets in H with Nu-measurable u-sections. N* is a 
a-field on H, however, in general, it is not contained in nor contains ~ ' .  
As f2 × {u} ~ N, N* contains N. 
A function F on H is N*-measurable iff for each fixed u the function 
co --+F(co, u) is N~-measurable. Any N-measurable function is N*-measurable 
but not necessarily conversely. 
Since P has countable support one may assume without loss of generality 
that g2 is countable, ~ = 2 ~ and P(@ > 0 for all co ~ g? (at the outset, 
discard the complement of the support of P and then coalesce atoms of 
into points). 
The set /" always contains the constant control laws which yield the 
constant solution maps S~(co) ~ u, for which Pv ----- P × 3~, where 3~ is the 
probability measure on (U, Yg) concentrated at u. I f  a function F is to serve 
in (2) for at least the constant functions y then applying (2) with P~ = P × 3, 
one must have, for each fixed u ~ U, in the probability space (f2, ~ ,  P) 
F(co, u) = Ep{f (w, u) t N~}, (16) 
where u is treated as a parameter. Since P(co) is positive for all co, this con- 
ditional expectation has a unique version, so that (16) defines F uniquely 
for all co and u. 
By (16), F(-, u) is Nu-measurable for each u, so that F is N*-measurable 
though not necessarily W-measurable. 
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I f  (2) is to hold for all 7 ~ F it can do so only with the function F just 
constructed and this will be shown to be the case. 
First note that if a set in ~* has countable projection on U then the set 
belongs to ~. Indeed the set is then a countable union of ~-measurable 
u-sections. 
The Graph G~ of 7~ is ~*-measurable since its sections G~ n (/2 X {u}) = 
(Y2 X {u}) n 7~1(#~(u)) are the intersections of a set in ~ with a set in J~ 
hence belong to ft. Therefore the graph G~ = (']~a G~ of the solution map 
S, belongs to f¢*. As D is countable the range of S~, hence the projection of 
G, on U is countable, so that G~ belongs to N. 
Let f~ denote the completion of fY in the probability space (H, N, [P,]~¢). 
Then 
N* = ('] f¢~. (17) 
re/~ 
Indeed, for D 6 f¢*, 7 ~/" one has 
D = (D n (S~(~) x T2)) u (D n (S~(D) x D)c). 
The first term of this union belongs to ~* and has countable projection on U, 
hence belongs to (¢. The second term is contained in the set (S~(g2) X ~)~ 
which belongs to ~ and has zero P:measure. Hence D ~ ~.  Conversely 
if D E ~v for all 7, then considering constant 7% D is in the completion of 
under [P × ~u]~. The restriction of P x 3 u to the ~-set ~ X (u} has no 
nonvoid null sets, which implies D n (~ x {u})~ ~. As u is arbitrary 
D e (¢*, proving (17). 
The assertion (2) which is to be proven, means that for D ~ 
SinceF is fC*-measurable and (17) holds, the integral on the right is defined. 
Let U 0 be any nonvoid countable set in U. Then U 0 ~ ~ and 
Ho~ X Uo~-C~C~gt : .  
Let ~o, f~o, ~o be the traces on H o of ~' ,  f~, Y¢:. Let -To be the set of 7 ~ T' 
for which S~(~) C U o . Since G~ E f~ for all 7, one has G~ e fqo for 7 e/~o- Let 
fo andFo be the restrictions o f fandFto  H o. Thenfo is ~o- andFo f~o -measur- 
able. For 7 ~/~o, P~ and [P~]~ are supported on H o . This reduces (18) to 
f,~mfo(h)[dP,]~o = fo~.oFo(~)[dP,]~, a.s. [P, lav.. (19) 
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Since U o is countable and G~ ~ N o the argument of Theorem 1 applies; there 
exists a function F o' which satisfies (19) for all ~ E/~o. Considering constant 
functions y ~/ '0 ,  with P,  --= P × 3~, u ~ Uo, it follows thatF  0, satisfies (16) 
for all u ~ U o . By the uniqueness in (16) F 0, = F 0 . ThusF  satisfies (2) for all 
Y ~/ '0 and since U 0 was arbitrary and all ~ ~/ '  belong to F o for some choice 
of U o , F satisfies (2) for all y ~/ '  as claimed. 
8. A COUNTEREXAMPLE 
Let D ---- (.01, w2), ~ = 2 ~, P(wt) = P(w2) = ½, A = (~}, V = U~ = [0, 11 
and let #/= °/L~ be the a-field generated by the singletons of U, it consists of 
the countable sets and their complements.* Let ~¢~ = { ~,  H} and let ff be 
generated by the collection of sets consisting of the doubletons/2 x {u} for 
u > ½ and the singletons (oJi, u) for i =- 1, 2 and u <~ 1. Then the fields 
~- = o~ and ~ are contained in N and N C Yt °. Let f be the characteristic 
function of {.01} × U. Then F is uniquely defined by (16), 
! for u>½ 
F(*0, u) ----- for u ~ ½, *0 -- *0a 
for u~½,  .0 - - .0=.  
Thus F is i f* measurable, but since F-l(1) = {.01} × [0, ½] and this set has 
the .0 = ,01 section [0, ½] which is neither countable nor cocountable, the 
function F is not d/d-measurable and a fortiori not ff measurable. 
Thus the conclusion of Theorem 3 cannot be strengthened without further 
assumptions. 
9. EXTENSIONS 
The function f was assumed bounded in Theorems 1 and 3, to assure the 
existence of the integrals and (Radon-Nikodym) derivatives involved. More 
generally, this existence is assured if f is bounded on at least one side, uni- 
formly in u, by a function in LI(Y2 , ~ ,  P). This applies in particular to non- 
negative or nonpositive functions. 
I f  one considers minimax (worst case) control (Bertsekas-Rhodes, 1973) 
instead of stochastic (Bayesian) control, then it is a conditional supremum 
* Note that q/is not countably generable. 
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independent of 7 that is required and countability considerations are irrelevant. 
More precisely .Q becomes the set of possible choices of nature without any 
probability distribution. The e-fields are replaced by partition fields (collec= 
tions of sets stable under complementation a d unlimited union) which are 
equivalent to partitions. The sets in a partition field are just the unions of 
atoms of the field, and the atoms partition the ground set, 
Consider a function f :  X --+ R with P C X the set of elements of X that are 
possible. Let N be a partition field on X and denote by G~ the atom containing 
x. Then the conditional supremum sup{f I N} is, by definition, any N-measur- 
able function satisfying 
I sup  f(y) if G~nP@ 
Iarbitrary if G~ n P = ~. 
Note that all versions ofg agree on P. 
in the situation of Theorem l, the set of possible h E H is the graph Gv of 
the solution map S~. In view of 
this graph belongs to the partition field N for any cardinality of U. Let Gn 
be the atom of N containing h. Define F(h) = sup~,~aj(h'). Then F is 
N-measurable (being constant on each atom). Since G~ ~ N either all points 
of G~ belong to G~ or none does. In either case F satisfies the definition of the 
conditional supremum of f given N. Thus Theorem 1 holds for partition 
fields and the conditional supremum without any assumption of countability; 
10. APPLICATION 
The application of policy independent conditional expectations to the 
classical case is well known (Striebel, 1965). Their application to more general 
information structures requires the clarification of the notion of subsystem 
and a number of technical lemmas. This will not be pursued here. However 
it is possible to outline the type of results that can be obtained. 
Suppose the set A of agents is the disjoint union of {~}, B and C. Suppose 
the policies ~c = {Y~)J~c of the agents in C are considered as fixed and 
known. This may be because they have already been optimized or because 
they happen to be irrelevant or because we are forced to consider them as 
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parameters to be determined later. Then the system reduces to Ar  = {@ k) B 
with an information structure and cost function obtainable using 7c • Suppose 
that in the reduced system J~ contains ~ and ~ for all t3 ~ B while all the ~¢~ 
are contained in ~ × I-I~B ~ • No assumptions are made about possible 
inclusion relations among the ~¢~ and ~.  One seeks an element 7~* ~/~ which 
for each h ~ H achieves within e the infimum of the conditional expected cost 
given ~,  using the policy independent version of this expectation. If such 
a 7~* is found it will be e-optimal for agent ~, for any fixed choice of the policies 
of the agents in B and in particular for (e--) optimal choices of these policies. 
Then adopting ~*,  agent ~ moves into set C, leaving the smaller set B for 
further optimization. 
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